SWIMMING POOL
INSPECTIONS REQUIRED

1. PRE-GUNITE: to check the setbacks and clearances; inspect the steel/rebar installation which will include all grounding, light niche, rough plumbing, and water pressure test (minimum 60 lbs. for 15 minutes or working pressure). Enclosure to be in place as soon as the hole is dug.

2. PRE-DECK: After concrete pour and seal of light cans, Inspector will conduct the exterior deck slab inspection to include electrical bond to grounding system of the slab steel, pool accessories, and all metal parts within 5' of the pool.

3. FINAL: This inspection will include approval of all barriers (i.e., alarms, fencing, gates or doors); electrical subpanel, GFCI receptacle, and if pool is heated, the heater equipment; and backflow prevention device (if there will be a permanent connection to the premises water system).

NOTE:
The Glenn County Building Department requires at least 24 HOUR PRIOR NOTICE when scheduling for inspection services.